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QUESTION 1

Sunny has developed a report and form on CUSTOMERS, which is open to partners. The report displays only
customers associated with partners, based on their user credentials. Partners can click an Edit button to go to a form
page to update their customers. Sunny is concerned that IT savvy users will be able to alter the URL to be able to see
and update records from other partners. 

What must Sunny do to protect the form page from URL tampering? 

A. Update Page Access Protection to Arguments Must Have Checksum 

B. Set Authentication to Administration Rights 

C. Set Rejoin Sessions to Disabled 

D. Set Deep Linking to Disabled 

E. Update Page Access Protection to No URL Access 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

Robin develops many apps in his workspace that use various APEX plug-ins. Some apps use the same plug-in as other
apps. When a newer version of a plug-in is available, Robin has to update the plug-in in multiple apps. 

How can Robin upgrade a plug-in once and have all other apps that use the same plug-in get updated at the same
time? 

A. Run a SQL command to update the plug-in definition in each application. 

B. Write a PL/SQL package that he can reuse to update the plug-in definitions in each application. 

C. Update one of the plug-ins, and then click Push Update to update the other apps. 

D. Create a "Plug-ins Master" app where he stores all plug-ins and then subscribes the plug-ins in all of his other apps
to the plug-ins in the "Plug-ins Master" app. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Jenny has a form page based on ORDER_ITEMS. For certain product types, she needs to redirect to a modal dialog
page to ask for additional information, before validating or processing the record on page submission. 

Which processing point should Jenny select for the branch? 

A. Before Computations 

B. After Processing 
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C. After Submit 

D. Processing 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/49449300/oracle-apex-submit-and-open-modal-in-thesame-time 

 

QUESTION 4

As a project manager, you use spreadsheets to keep track of multiple projects. As you took responsibility of more
projects, you became tired of managing them in spreadsheets. 

You have collated all of your project data in one single spreadsheet. You also want to maintain the data in an Oracle
Database table by using an Oracle APEX application. 

Which two actions can you take? (Choose two.) 

A. Define a Data Loading page in the Create Application Wizard. 

B. Use SQL Workshop > Utilities > Data Workshop to load the data into a new table, and then use the Create
Application Wizard to create an application on the new table. 

C. Create an application by using the Create Application Wizard, and then add a table for the spreadsheet data. 

D. Use the Create Application Wizard and select "From a Spreadsheet." 

E. Create a new table by using SQL Workshop > Object Browser > Create Table, and then use the Create Application
Wizard to create an application based on the new table. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Sam is updating an application with a report (Page 10) and form (Page 11), where the form page has Page Mode
"Normal." She wants to update the form page to a modal dialog, so it can be called from multiple report pages. 

Sam has already changed Page Mode to "Modal Dialog", removed the breadcrumb region, added a button region to the
dialog footer, and moved the buttons to the new region. Whenever she opens the form page from a different report page
(Page 15), it keeps returning to the original report page (Page 10) when she cancels or submits the form page. 

Which three steps must Sam perform to get the modal page to always return to the report page from which it was
called? (Choose three.) 

A. Create a Dynamic Action of type Close Dialog that fires whenever the DELETE, SAVE, or CREATE button is
pressed. 

B. Change the action on the CANCEL button to "Defined by Dynamic Action." 

C. Create a Dynamic Action of type Cancel Dialog that fires when the CANCEL button is clicked. 

D. Add a Close Dialog process. 
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E. Add a branch that redirects to an item holding the calling page. 

F. Create a hidden page item to hold the calling page and update the calls to the form page to populate the item. 

G. Update the branch to return to the correct calling page. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/obe/db/apex/r50/apex-adv-
demoprojects-2848027/APEX_Advanced_Demo_Projects%20v2.0.1.html 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three actions can be performed in Object Browser? (Choose three.) 

A. Enable and disable constraints. 

B. Write a SQL statement to update data in a table. 

C. Review the storage clause for a table or view. 

D. Enable and disable indexes. 

E. Truncate a table. 

F. Download table data to XML. 

G. Review the SQL statement for an existing table. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/appdev.112/e12511/obj_brows.htm#AEUTL185 

 

QUESTION 7

Mary wants to add feedback to an application. She uses the Create Page Wizard, selects Features, and then selects
Feedback. The wizard adds a feedback entry to the navigation bar and creates new pages, in her application, under
Administration to review and disposition the feedback. 

Which statement is true about feedback data? 

A. Feedback entered into the app can be viewed by developers in Team Development 

B. When an administrator updates the feedback status, the person logging the feedback is notified 

C. A new table is created in your schema to store the feedback for the app 

D. You can invoke the feedback page from a modal dialog page 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/apex-5.1/HTMDB/managing-feedback.htm#HTMDB28146 
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QUESTION 8

You\\'have created this chart: 

However, you want to display this chart: 

How should you update the chart? 
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How should you update the chart? 

A. Update the value aggregation to `\\'Percentage.\\'\\' 

B. Update the query to calculate the value divided by the total value. 

C. Update the y-axis format to percent.\\'\\' 

D. Update the show as percentage to `\\'yes.\\'\\' 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which is true about interactive reports? 

A. Interactive reports can be either read-only or editable. 

B. All columns defined in the report query must be shown. 

C. You can define only one interactive report on a page. 

D. An interactive report can be based on a PL/SQL function body returning a SQL query. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/apex-5.1/HTMDB/about-making-grids-
editable.htm#HTMDBGUID-0A317D17-5B12-4F4A-B5C8-68807DB5A4C1 

 

QUESTION 10

Nancy has an application that is performing unexpectedly. She has turned on debug for the page and reviewed the
debug messages and still can\\'t determine the cause of the inconsistent behavior. She believes it may be an APEX
bug. 

What action should Nancy take to identify the issue? 

A. Review the browser console output. 

B. Review the application error log. 

C. Set Debug Level to 9 and review the debug messages. 

D. View the page source. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/AEAPI/apex_debug.htm 

 

QUESTION 11
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Mark has created a modal form page to enter new calendar events. Mark now wants to call the form when an end user
clicks an empty calendar spot. 

How can Mark update the calendar region to call the form? 

A. Define a dynamic action of type Click in the calendar region. 

B. Use the create link attribute and the andAPEX$NEW_START_DATE. placeholder. 

C. In the rendering tree, right-click the calendar region and select the Link Form to Calendar option. 

D. Use the create link attribute and use the :APEX$NEW_START_DATE bind variable. 

E. Use the view/edit link attribute to display the selected calendar entry. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three actions can be performed by a workspace administrator? (Choose three.) 

A. Add space to a schema 

B. View usage reports for a workspace 

C. Manage user accounts 

D. Monitor workspace activity 

E. Manage workspace to schema assignments 

F. Approve workspace requests 

Correct Answer: CDF 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E14373_01/admin.32/e13371/wrkspc.htm#AEADM101 

 

QUESTION 13

Taylor has created a report and form on the STATUS table. 

She wants only application administrators to be able to access the report and form. 

What must she do to achieve this? 

A. Select authentication of Administrator Only 

B. Add a before header validation 

C. Add a before header process 

D. Select authorization scheme of Administration Rights 
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Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/AEADM/E17965-08.pdf 

 

QUESTION 14

Michael has developed an app for tracking product defects. His navigation menu lists each product. He has defined
application items and computations to hold the number of defects for each product. For example, for Hedgers, he has
defined the application item HEDGER_DEFECTS. 

How can Michael add the number of open defects in the navigation menu entries? 

A. Update the Navigation Menu template to be Include Count. 

B. Update Template Options and set Display Count to True. 

C. Update the List Entry Label for Hedgers to Hedgers andHEDGER_DEFECTS., and similarly for other products. 

D. Add andHEDGER_DEFECTS. to User Defined Attribute 01 in the navigation menu for Hedgers, and similarly for
other products. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Martin has a text field on a page that he wants to protect with Session State Protection. 

Select the four valid protection levels available to Martin. (Choose four.) 

A. Checksum Required: User Level 

B. Hidden Item 

C. Checksum Required: Workspace Level 

D. Unrestricted 

E. Checksum Not Required 

F. Checksum Required: Session Level 

G. Restricted: May not be set from browser 

H. Checksum Required: Application Level 

Correct Answer: AFGH 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/HTMDB/sec_dev.htm#HTMDB25976 
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